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Reliable, economic and efficient smart grid system
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• Vision2050 → A low-carbon, secure, reliable, resilient, accessible, cost-efficient, and market-

based pan-European integrated energy system supplying all of society and paving the way for 

a fully carbon neutral circular economy by the year 2050, while maintaining and extending 

global industrial leadership in energy systems during the energy transition.

• WG1 focuses on the business and technology trends contributing to the overall energy system 

optimization at affordable costs.

• It deals with system aspects, addressing the main functionalities, quality and efficiency of the 

electricity system as such and consider the benefits of its integration with the other energy 

vectors.



Current activities
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• Contributions to the Monitoring Report (published)

• Active contributions to all sections of Roadmap 2020-2030, in particular to the structure 

and storyline, to ensure proper representation also of system operators

• Contributions to Implementation Plan, to follow strictly the Roadmap, in terms of 

detailed contents: topic list, priorities, proposed projects  

• CIRED paper June 2018 Slovenia, June 2019 Madrid  

• Vision 2050 and implications for system & grids

• CIGRE collaboration

• At general sessions in Paris  (2018 , 2020, etc.) 

• A high visibility standpoint for ETIP SNET

• Exchanges and networking with experts also outside Europe



White Papers
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• Holistic architectures for future power system → published March 

2019

• Sector Coupling → expected by early 2020

• TSO-DSO coordination in grid planning → expected early 2020

• Measurement infrastructure for optimal operation → stand-by

• Sector Coupling beyond technologies conversions → expected 

2020



Key topics addressed by White Papers
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Holistic architecture for future power system

• Are the existing smart grid solutions compatible with each 

other?

• Can the existing smart grid solutions be introduced on a 

large scale?

• What are the data exchange requirements?

• What are the coordination mechanisms for market data?

Grid planning coordination across system operators

• How are grid plans coordinated between different network 

operators?

• Do different rules at network ownership boundaries lead to 

sub-optimal connection locations and network investment?

• How are new technologies such as RES and DER accounted 

for in load and generation forecasting for network planning?

• Are new grid codes needed to realise benefit of deferring 

grid reinforcements by using flexible load / generation

Measurement infrastructure for optimal operation

• What guidelines / protocols do we need to ensure 

interoperability in digital data for measurement / 

control?

• What are the infrastructure needs to facilitate 

advanced planning and optimal control of future 

networks?

Sector Coupling: energy sector interfaces

• What is the benefit of the integrated networks / energy 

vectors and transport sector?

• What are the potential savings in 

transmission/distribution and storage (having in mind 

less investments in power grid infrastructure)

• Who should take the responsibility of an integrated 

perspective? 

• What kind of regulation has to be developed to 

facilitate this integration?



White Paper on Sector Coupling
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• Work in progress after initial 

stand-by

• Very “hot” topic, and different 

perspectives/interests 

involved

• External collaboration can 

be triggered based on White 

Paper







Collaboration with JRC

• JRC, Directorate C – Energy, Transport and Climate

• After high level contacts, WG are encouraged to develop mutually beneficial collaborations

• WG1 has identified topic on multi energy system integration, starting with sector coupling

• Future topics can span to large interconnections with neighbouring areas (global grids) 



Other partnerships & collaborations 

• 2Zero initiative by ERTRAC on no-emission mobility

• Feedback on foundation documents provided

• Liasing with EGVIA / ERTRAC to describe the targets for the new partnership

• Possible collaboration with Eon initiative on Citizen Energy Communities

• CEF and TEN-E revision process
• Contribution to develop a position on TEN-E Regulation 

• CEF as funding instrument also of Demo Projects, not only for realization full scale

• Facilitation of H2020 Projects implementation by CEF : why is not possible today?

• Other PPP (private-public partnerships) will be proposed by Etip Snet, WG1 ready to contribute



Key topics suggested for round table discussion
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• From Horizon2020 to Horizon Europe: expectations and concerns from R&D actors 

perspective

• National vs international R&D projects: are we succeeding in rationale and synergic 

allocation of efforts? 

• Incentives for innovation: what is missing for mobilising more resources, creating more 

synergies and accelerating processes (especially for regulated actors)?

• Sector Coupling:

who should take the responsibility of an integrated perspective? 

what kind of regulation has to be developed to facilitate this integration?

what incentive/ motivation can be put in place to trigger pilot projects?



• Complementary aspects on sector coupling: a holistic approach that takes into consideration several 

parameters relevant to the sector coupling challenges, beyond technological conversions — including 

architectures, connectivity, enabling tech and skills

• The goal is to anticipate, advance and drive the process vs considering the topics after the issues are 

identified as challenges, barriers or roadblocks

• Sector coupling considerations to address Vision2050 stretch well beyond advanced technologies: building 

on the Working Group 1 mission related to “Reliable, economic and efficient smart grid” that can integrate all 

energy vectors requires a holistic approach and overviews build on bottom-up solutions and strategies that 

reflect set missions and strategies for reaching carbon neutrality

• There are many mission-critical components to the sector coupling beyond technological conversions:

• the related infrastructures and components for integration; enabling energy markets 

• processes and the associated technologies and platforms

• reference architectures IoT/ICT, legacy

• tools and mechanisms beyond modeling for carbon impact 
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White Paper on Sector Coupling-

follow up rationale



Topics for white paper chapters:

• Enabling technologies and societal trends

• Levels of interoperability within the context of sector coupling:

reference architectures, regulatory, business processed, interfaces: interfaces of smart grid RA, IoT RA and beyond; 

• Data share governance and considerations;

• Support infrastructures, role of connectivity for sector coupling;

• Data related challenges and system design principles including security by design and for system resilience;

• Skills (re-skilling and up-skilling needs)

• Sandboxes needs and regulatory challenges

• Research needs

Possible list of topics and tools to address:

• Mobility and other sectors coupling 

• Climate change and sectors coupling impact/overviews

• Enabling technologies in sector coupling for policy, transparency and monitoring

• Dashboard and database on section coupling interfaces (jointly with with JRC, AIOTI and other organisations)

• Digital catalogue for sector coupling solutions

We will interface with all WGs in ETIP-SNET, since synergies can be identified in most of the groups
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White Paper on Sector Coupling-

follow up contents



Thank you


